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Three Men, Three Voices-"Silky,Sultry,Soulful,"-A Fresh Sound combined with Raw vocal ability that

takes you from Sincerity to Seduction and everywhere in between. Something for Everyone. R&B

Classic/Must Have. Rated E 12 MP3 Songs in this album (47:01) ! Related styles: URBAN/R&B: R&B

Pop Crossover, URBAN/R&B: Traditional R&B People who are interested in Boyz II Men Jodeci should

consider this download. Details: Ment 2B- Three Men, Three voices, a sound that is unmistakable and a

name that seems to define their destiny. Ment 2B is a reversion to what is missing in the R&B genre right

now, real music. Their sound incorporates a little bit of everything from R&B, Pop, Soul, Hip-Hop and

even some Rock. The band, made up of (Brannon Smith aka Smoove , Jermon Smith aka J-Mon, and

Dainel Sims aka DL) born and raised of the southern lands of Pine Bluff, Arkansas by way of Houston,

TX, where the group presently resides. Standing on the shoulders of those who come before them, Ment

2B is aiming for legendary status with raw soul music! Each member of the trio can hold their own as a

lead vocalist! They also write and produce their own songs! On their journey to making history, the band

has spent over 6 years creating a total package, voices that drip with the nectar of sweet soulfulness,

electrifying but smooth dances and a charismatic stage presence that leaves the audience begging for

more. Like most groups the road has not been easy. They began their journey singing in church and local

talent shows then opening up major acts such as Nelly, Ne-yo, the Isley Brothers and the late Gerald

Levert , just to name a few. Climbing the ranks in their local market Ment 2B graced any stage winning

the hearts of thousands of fans throughout Arkansas and Louisiana. Developing a relationship with

Arkansass P1 station 92.3, Ment 2B blazed the radio airwaves with their still rotating hits single Stay and

Lock Me Up. The ballad Stay quickly became one the most requested songs becoming #1 and reigning in

the top 5 for seven weeks. And The newly released single Lock Me up is gaining attention and requests

daily!! Aiming for a larger market the group moved to New York creating a buzz wherever they went

tearing down stages at the legendary Soul Caf and Village Underground. Ment-2B also was featured on

106&Park Do you segment and was greatly appreciated by the crowd. Their greatest challenge and

accomplishment was when they appeared on the stage of the world famous Apollo, their accapella
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version of Whos Lovin' You wooed the audiences and they became crowd favorites, earning them a spot

in the semi-finals, but in the end they where runner up to Lyfe Jennings in the finals. Accepting defeat

with their heads held high, The group continued to push themselves independently shooting two

videos(Stay and Wassup feat JR. Writer) In Toronto, Canada. Due to lack of monies the videos were not

properly promoted. Still, beating down the doors of success, the three young gentlemen have

independently sold many units to their broad fan-base ranging from Arkansas, Louisiana, New York,

Canada, and Atlanta. When it comes to it, these guys are no gimmick. DL explains it clearly, We are real,

not fake; we want to be touring Icons in this music business, as well as CEOs. HERE WE COME!!!

Ment-2B Info: MENT2B.COM, Myspace.com/M2BMUZIC, Blastro.Com
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